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ABSTRACT
Mobile systems are embracing heterogeneous architectures by getting more types of cores and more specialized cores, which allows applications to be faster and more efficient. We aim at exploiting the hardware heterogeneity from the browser without requiring any changes to either the OS or the web applications. Our design, Guadalupe, can use hardware processing units with different degrees of capability for matched browser services. It starts with a weak hardware unit, determines if and when a strong unit is needed, and seamlessly migrates to the strong one when necessary. Guadalupe not only makes more computing resources available to mobile web browsing but also improves its energy proportionality. Based on Chrome for Android and TI OMAP4, we provide a prototype browser implementation for resource loading and rendering. Compared to Chrome for Android, we show that Guadalupe browser for rendering can increase other 3D application’s frame rate by up to 767% and save 4.7% of the entire system’s energy consumption. More importantly, by using the two cases, we demonstrate that Guadalupe creates the great opportunity for many browser services to get better resource utilization and energy proportionality by exploiting hardware heterogeneity.

1. INTRODUCTION
By making the operating system and hardware transparent to web application developers, a web browser has evolved into a powerful platform for content and application distribution. Recent development in hardware, especially mobile system hardware, however, challenges this key advantage of web applications as versus native applications.

As integrated circuits are hitting the power wall, modern computer systems, from servers to smartphones, are embracing heterogeneity in their hardware by adding processing units of various degrees of specialization and processing capability. First of all, the added processing units increase the computational resources available, allowing better performance for multiprocessing systems. Furthermore, with heterogeneity, a computer system can not only execute a task on hardware customized for it with much higher energy efficiency but also match the hardware capability with the task workload for improved energy proportionality. To exploit hardware heterogeneity, native application developers either directly use the APIs or library associated with a specialized hardware unit, e.g., [13], or provide “hints” to the underpinning operating system (OS), e.g., [21].

Requiring web applications to do the same will unfortunately break the much valued system and hardware transparency of the web. Therefore, in this work, we ask: can web applications leverage heterogeneous hardware transparently? Our answer is a browser design called Guadalupe. Guadalupe recognizes two orthogonal dimensions of hardware heterogeneity: specialization and capability. It allows browser designers to define a mapping pod, which is a set of browser functions that can be mapped onto a group of hardware units of similar specialization, or a hardware specialization group. After the static mapping, Guadalupe leverages a browser’s run-time knowledge about web applications to identify the hardware unit with the suitable capability in the hardware specialization group for the mapping pod. It starts the mapping pod on the weak unit of the group but timely migrates it to a stronger one by demand at the run time. Guadalupe provides an efficient optimization to reduce the performance and energy overhead of such migrations.

Guadalupe is a design point, or a small design region from a rather large design space for exploiting heterogeneous hardware in the browser. In this paper, we provide the design principles that help us derive Guadalupe and describe a prototype implementation of it based on the open-source Chromium browser. The prototype maps two key mapping pods, i.e., resource loading and rendering, to the two extremes of specialization, i.e., general-purpose processors and graphics accelerators, respectively. Using a tablet development system for OMAP4 mobile application processor (SoC or System-on-Chip) from Texas Instruments, we demonstrate how Guadalupe realizes the key performance and
efficiency benefits of hardware heterogeneity. We show that Guadalupe browser for rendering can reduce the 3D accelerator usage by up to 75% and frees it for potential 3D tasks from other applications. On emerging mobile systems where multiple applications can run concurrently, e.g., Microsoft Surface and Samsung Galaxy Note, the resources freed by Guadalupe can increase the other 3D application’s frame rate by 18.5% to 767%. At the same time, Guadalupe browser reduces the energy consumption of the entire system by 4.7%.

With Guadalupe and its implementation, we make the following contributions:

- A set of design principles for exploiting hardware heterogeneity for web applications in a transparent manner.
- A specific browser design, Guadalupe, that follows the principles in exploiting heterogeneous hardware.
- An implementation of Guadalupe based on Chromium and TI OMAP4 mobile SoC. We experimentally show Guadalupe improves resource utilization and energy proportionality for web applications.

To the best of our knowledge, Guadalupe is the first to explore the mapping between available hardware resources, in particular heterogeneous ones, and the mapping pods. Our effort is orthogonal to related work that incorporates more OS functions, e.g., [20], and embrace parallelism, e.g., [5, 26, 27]. As these proposals bring more tasks into the browser and extract parallel tasks from browser services, they provide new mapping pods to consider for heterogeneous hardware units and increase the potential benefits of Guadalupe.

In this work, we present Guadalupe in the context of mobile systems because mobile systems are the leading platform in embracing heterogeneous hardware. We do expect its design principles will be applicable to browsers on more powerful systems when the latter slowly though inevitably embrace specialized hardware units of various strength.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background of heterogeneous architecture and browser internals. Section 3 exemplifies the benefit of exploiting hardware heterogeneity with two case studies. Section 4 describes the principles and the design of Guadalupe. Section 5 describes the prototype implementation of Guadalupe browser for the two cases. Section 6 presents the evaluation of Guadalupe browser for the two cases. Section 7 discusses the related work. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. BACKGROUND

The key objective of Guadalupe is to execute a mapping pod on the most suitable hardware unit. Therefore, we first provide the background for heterogeneous hardware architectures and browser internals.

2.1 Heterogeneous Architecture

As modern computing systems are often power and energy constrained, heterogeneous architecture has become a popular strategy for higher power efficiency. Mobile systems have been a leading platform in embracing this strategy.

Heterogeneity includes two orthogonal dimensions as illustrated by Figure 1. First, a heterogeneous architecture often employs processing units of various degrees of specialization, from general-purpose processors like ARM cores to processors with special instruction set (ISA), e.g., digital signal processor (DSP), to application-specific accelerators treated as I/O devices by the OS, e.g., graphics accelerator, as shown along the X axis of the figure. A specialized unit is often optimized for a specialized workload and can deliver the same performance with higher efficiency than general-purpose processors by orders of magnitude [15]. For example, TI OMAP4470 mobile application processor [36] has both ARM Cortex-A9 and M-3 cores, audio back end, DSP subsystem, image and video accelerator high-definition subsystem, display subsystem, face detect module, image subsystem, and graphics accelerator.

Second, a heterogeneous architecture can employ processing units with different capabilities for the same specialization, as shown along the Y axis of Figure 1. More capable units have more functionalities and better performance, but they may also incur higher power consumption. We will use strong and weak to refer to more capable and less capable processing units of the same specialization in the rest of this paper, respectively. The dimension of capability is necessary because tasks of the same type and specialization may have a wide range of workload; and low-power and low-performance unit is necessary for light workload. For example, light-weight workload cannot fully utilize a powerful processor’s architecture features, e.g., a deep

![Figure 1: Various heterogeneous hardware processing units with different specializations and capabilities on mobile SoCs](image-url)
pipeline, superscalar, speculative execution and large cache. Low-power processors can execute the light-weight workload with much higher efficiency \[22\]. The emerging ARM big.LITTLE architecture \[14\] attests to this strategy with general-purpose cores with different capabilities. TI OMAP4 also provides both Cortex-A9 and Cortex-M3 ARM cores as well as graphics accelerators of 2D and 3D capabilities.

The two dimensions of heterogeneity are dealt with differently, as will be discussed in Section \[4\] the browser designer statically maps the mapping pod to a hardware specialization; and Guadalupe dynamically determines the capability requirement. We will demonstrate the benefits of Guadalupe with the two extremes of the specialization dimension: general-purpose processors and graphics accelerators.

### 2.2 Browser Internals

A browser is both an application and an “OS”. A browser is an application running on the OS and needs many system resources such as CPU, graphics accelerators, memory, storage, network and I/O devices like touch screen. As an application, it accesses these resources through system calls provided by the underlying OS. However, a browser is also more than an application and starts to serve as a platform or “OS” for web applications, e.g., providing the interface to access hardware units \[43\] and enforcing the boundary between web applications \[6\].

However, a browser has more knowledge about its web applications than a traditional OS has about its native applications. An OS knows very limited information of a native application and the information is passed from the native application through a well-defined interface consisted of system calls. In contrast, the boundary between web applications and the browser is blurred. The browser fetches source code of a web application, parses it and creates web application state inside the browser. Therefore, the browser has almost full knowledge about web applications running on it, including their data structures and run-time behavior. This gives the browser unique opportunities to determine the best hardware to execute tasks on behalf of web applications. In contrast, the developers of a native application often have to explicitly give “hints” to the OS to determine the best hardware for execution, e.g., \[2\] \[13\] \[21\] \[30\].

A browser represents the state of a web application with several tree structures, namely, DOM tree, Render tree, and RenderLayer tree. The DOM tree stores the web application content, e.g., text and images. The Render tree has a one-to-one mapping to DOM tree’s visible nodes and knows how to render them. The nodes in the Render tree are divided into several groups and each group corresponds to one render layer. The RenderLayer tree ensures the correct rendering order among the render layers.

A browser provides many services to a web application. Each service is a collection of browser functions with similar semantics, i.e., working on the same type of objects and producing similar outputs. A browser’s functions have been naturally organized into six basic services, as shown in Figure 2: resource loading, HTML parsing, style formatting, layout, scripting and rendering. Resource loading fetches resource files referenced by a web page, e.g., HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and image files. HTML Parsing processes the HTML file and generates the DOM tree to represent the web page’s content. New resources may be discovered by the parsing service and the browser will load them accordingly. Style formatting and layout calculate the styles and positions of the web page’s content, respectively. And they generate the Render tree and RenderLayer tree inside the browser. Scripting executes JavaScript code to provide enhanced user interaction with the web by manipulating the web application’s state, i.e., the tree structures in the browser. Finally, rendering shows the web page’s content onto the screen.

Apart from the six basic services, a browser also provides some add-on services, e.g., video decoding and image processing. With the evolution of the web and HTML standards, more and more add-on services will be added into the browser’s functionalities. We will discuss how a mapping pod is determined from those services and mapped onto a hardware specialization in Section \[4\].

### 3. CASE STUDIES

Various services performed by the browser can greatly benefit from heterogeneous hardware, in terms of resource utilization and energy efficiency. We next use two cases, resource loading and rendering, to exemplify the benefits and lay out the facts that motivate the
Figure 3: Measured CPU utilization when a browser is opening a CNN news page with 3G network on a smartphone. “Browser: kernel” and “Browser: user” correspond to the CPU utilization of the browser process in kernel space and user space, respectively.

3.1 Resource Loading

Resource loading fetches a resource given its URL. When the browser opens a web page, it first requests the main resource, which is usually an HTML document. After downloading and parsing the main resource, the browser can usually discover more resources that are needed, e.g., CSS, JavaScript, and image files. They are called subresources. The browser will then fetch those subresources for additional content or page format and manipulation.

Resource loading can be parallel with other browser services because of the browser’s incremental rendering feature. Incremental rendering enables the browser to show the partially downloaded web page to the user while the browser is still loading more resources. For example, while the browser is loading subresources, the browser can layout the web page and render the partially downloaded web page onto the screen.

Resource loading is usually bound by network latency. Mobile browsers can take 2 seconds to get the first data packet of the main resource under 3G network [44]. During this period, the browser experiences light workloads, spending most of time blocking on the network IO. Afterwards, while loading subresources, the browser starts to experience heavy workloads because subresource loading is parallel to other intensive browser services such as rendering. Figure 3 shows the CPU utilization of a browser process in opening a web page.

As shown in Figure 3, the TCP loopback benchmark implies that resource loading is able to achieve good performance on Cortex-M3. Even with M3 running at 50 MHz, one fourth of its maximum clock rate, the network stack reaches a throughput of 10 Mbps, close to the typical 13 Mbps bandwidth of today’s 4G network; with M3 running at 200 MHz, it achieves a throughput of 38.1 Mbps, which is 22% higher than the highest 4G bandwidth ever sampled by 4GTest [17].

3.2 Rendering

Rendering is hardware accelerated by default [41], as...
Figure 5: Hardware accelerated browser rendering. The actual hardware acceleration happens in the compositing stage.

Illustrated in Figure 5, the browser first creates several graphics layers from the RenderLayer tree. Then two stages are involved: painting and compositing. In the painting stage, the browser paints each graphics layer into its own bitmap. For example, as shown in Figure 5, three graphics layers are painted into three layer bitmaps. After all layers’ bitmaps are painted, in the compositing stage, the browser composites the bitmaps into one final bitmap, which is the web page.

The actual hardware acceleration happens in the compositing stage. The browser paints layer bitmaps by using CPU. Then it asks GPU to composite the bitmaps into one web page. In theory, painting stage can also be hardware accelerated, but it is very hard to map software painting commands to commands that can be understood by GPU, e.g., OpenGL commands, and the work is still ongoing in the industry.

Current GPU accelerated composition only uses the 3D accelerator. But recently, the 2D accelerator has been introduced to mobile SoCs, which can render certain web pages with much lower power consumption, while freeing the precious resource of the 3D accelerator. Therefore, browser rendering can exploit the 2D and 3D accelerators for better resource utilization and higher energy efficiency.

Our study of the Alexa top 500 web sites’ homepages shows that most of them can be rendered by the 2D accelerator. In the study, we examine their rendering requirements by looking for the keywords listed in Table I, which correspond to functions that are only provided by the 3D accelerator, but not by the 2D accelerator. As a result, out of all the 500 homepages, 449 (89.8%) can be rendered by solely using the 2D accelerator. In the rest of the paper, we will refer to them as 2D web pages and we will use 3D web pages for the other 51 homepages.

We also study the composition latency of the 2D accelerator. Figure 6 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the composition latency of the 2D accelerator for the Alexa top 500 web sites’ homepages. It takes the 2D accelerator 12.6 ms to composite a web page in median, which results in a frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps), because the browser cannot finish all the rendering tasks within one display refresh interval, i.e. 16.7 ms for 60 Hz display refresh rate. However, the end user should still have the same smooth browsing experience because browsing 2D web pages does not require a very high frame rate and 30 fps is good enough, e.g., most motion pictures are filmed at 24 fps or 30 fps. As for web pages that need a high frame rate, e.g., web gaming, they usually also contain CSS transformation, Canvas, and WebGL for animation. In such case, the browser has switched to use the 3D accelerator to fulfill their 3D rendering requirements.

Table 1: Common HTML tags, CSS properties and JavaScript APIs relying on functions that are only provided by the 3D accelerator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTML Tag</td>
<td>Canvas, Video, Object, Embed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS Property</td>
<td>Animation, Transform, Perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JavaScript API</td>
<td>WebGL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. GUADALUPE DESIGN

Exploiting hardware heterogeneity for web applications has a large design space. The design can be in any of the three layers: the web application, the browser or the OS. And they can choose any heterogeneous hardware processing unit freely. We identify four design principles that narrow down the design space, with decreasing granularities:

1. Make heterogeneity transparent to web developers.
2. Let the browser manage heterogeneous hardware.
3. Determine the mapping pod statically.
4. Choose hardware capability at run time.
After discussing the principles and how we derive our design, Guadalupe, based on those principles, we describe the prototype browser implementation of the design in Section 5.

4.1 Make heterogeneity transparent to web developers

We seek to free web applications from the management of heterogeneous hardware, in terms of both policy, e.g., decide which hardware to use, and mechanism, e.g., switching among hardware during execution. Our top rationale is to ease web application development: in face of today’s fast-evolving, diverse mobile platforms, it is virtually impossible for web developers to foresee users’ platforms, let alone optimize applications for platform-specific hardware heterogeneity. This rationale is also consistent with a key goal of HTML5, namely a clean separation between application code and lower-level, platform-specific mechanisms.

Besides, current web applications can dynamically change the web content and behavior in response to the user interactions. The policy and mechanism should be able to provide transparent dynamic utilization of the heterogeneous hardware processing units in case of web application state change and require no effort from the web developers.

4.2 Let the browser manage heterogeneous hardware

Given that hardware heterogeneity are made transparent to web applications, we further argue that the browser, rather than the OS, should directly manage the heterogeneity, as will be discussed below.

Policy. The browser should always impose the policy, i.e., choosing the most suitable hardware for the given mapping pod, because web application information is critical in making the policy. This information includes performance hints, e.g., application behavior and future resource demands, as well as the interpretation of application internal state, e.g., its data structures. Compared to the underlying OS, the browser 1) is much closer to web applications as they run in the same address space, thus having better insight into the web application, and 2) is equipped with web-specific knowledge. Taking resource loading as an example, with the information of resource dependency, the browser is able to infer dependencies among loading requests and thus predicts CPU utilization during loading.

Mechanism. In many cases, the browser must also implement the mechanism, including translating application code to heterogeneous hardware primitives, supporting switch among hardware processing units during execution, etc. As hardware are increasingly specialized for applications, such mechanisms are more likely to require deeper application knowledge, which is even less likely available to low-level, general-purpose system software such as the OS. For example, the appearance of web applications are encoded in tree structures, which have to be translated for the intended graphics accelerator for rendering. Those tree structures are complicated and thus can hardly be pushed down to general-purpose OSes.

We see a supportive evidence of this principle: existing OSes choose not to provide unified abstractions for any hardware specialization, except for general-purpose processors; rather, existing OSes treat them as separated I/O devices behind individual driver interfaces. We believe one root reason is difficulties in taking the application knowledge into the OS.

Our direct hardware management principle is also an application of the well-known end-to-end argument [32]. In our case, higher-level web software layers have richer knowledge on exploiting hardware heterogeneity. To leverage such knowledge, we push the responsibility of heterogeneity management upwards in the software stack, so that it is close to, but not into, web applications.

4.3 Determine the mapping pod statically

To utilize hardware heterogeneity, a mapping pod needs to be well defined. A mapping pod is a set of browser functions that can be mapped onto a hardware specialization mentioned in Section 2.1. The boundary of a mapping pod is determined by the natural boundary imposed by the hardware, but the spectrum of the boundary choices is very wide. On one extreme, the boundary can be chosen at the process level. The browser process takes the URL and shows the web page. However, it can only be mapped to the general purpose CPUs and cannot take advantage of the specialized hardware processing units available. On the other extreme, the boundary can be chosen at the instruction level. Each instruction can be mapped to different hardware. However, the strong dependency among different instructions could lead to huge overhead from choosing and switching among hardware units.

We argue that the browser designer should define the mapping pod and map it to the appropriate hardware specialization statically. Browser designers understand the browser functionalities and hardware primitives very well. During the design time, they can find the best mapping of a mapping pod and a hardware specialization to maximize performance and power efficiency. In contrast, it is too hard for the browser to figure out the correct mapping automatically.

There are two mapping pods among the six basic browser services shown in Figure 2. Resource loading is a mapping pod that can be mapped to the asymmetric processors. Rendering is a mapping pod that can be mapped to the graphics accelerators. The rest four browser services cannot benefit from any of the current
available heterogeneous hardware processing units, yet. So they belong to no mapping pod. The two add-on services, video decoding and image processing are also mapping pods and they can be mapped to the DSPs. In case a new hardware specialization emerges and can benefit other browser functionalities, a new mapping pod can be created by the browser designer to utilize those heterogeneous hardware units.

4.4 Choose hardware capability at run time

After determining the mapping pod and map it to a hardware specialization statically, the browser should choose hardware capability for the mapping pod at run time. As discussed in Section 2.1, a hardware specialization includes multiple processing units with different capabilities. The strong one has more functionalities or better performance, but consumes more energy. Based on the run-time web application state, the browser can make the best choice of the hardware capability for better performance and power efficiency.

We next use the two cases studied in Section 3 to exemplify the principle. Based on the typical workload pattern a browser has, the browser can load the main resource with the weak processor for power efficiency and load the subresources with the strong processor for good performance. As for rendering, the browser can render 2D and 3D web pages with the 2D and 3D accelerators, respectively. In case any 3D rendering requirement is added to a 2D web page, e.g., by user interaction or animation, the browser can detect the change of the application state and switch to use the 3D accelerator on demand. In this case, the browser not only makes the 3D accelerator available for other applications, but also improves energy efficiency.

4.5 Applying the principles

Guided by the four principles discussed above, we have designed Guadalupe to utilize the hardware candidate with desired capability based on the run-time dynamics of the web application state for better resource utilization and energy proportionality.

Guadalupe always starts from the weak hardware for each web page, and switches to the strong one on demand. The rationale is that we exploit hardware heterogeneity in the browser to make more computing resources available and improve energy proportionality. Choosing the weak hardware from the beginning for each web page is more energy efficient and frees the strong hardware for other services. In case that the weak hardware cannot provide the desired performance or cannot fulfill certain functionalities due to its limited capability, the browser will switch to use the strong hardware. Once switching to use the strong hardware, Guadalupe will not switch back to the weak one until a new web page is open, because the browser service’s requirement for the current web page will not be reduced.

Figure 7 illustrates the Guadalupe design for each mapping pod. When starting to open a web page, Guadalupe chooses the weak hardware for the mapping pod. Guadalupe monitors the web application state and checks whether the weak hardware is competent. In case the weak hardware cannot provide the desired performance or functionality, Guadalupe switches to use the strong hardware on demand and all the data structures needed by the strong hardware will be prepared. When a new web page is open, Guadalupe switches back to use the weak hardware and previously used data structures are cleared.

The key challenge in Guadalupe design is efficient switch. While getting better resource utilization and energy proportionality, Guadalupe should also switch from the weak hardware to the strong one with low overhead.

The switching overhead mainly comes from the data structure preparation for the strong hardware. We optimize Guadalupe by redundantly preparing data structures for the strong hardware, before the switch hap-
pens. So when the switch takes place, it incurs low overhead and provides a smooth transition between the two hardware units, which may not even be noticed by the user.

It is tempting to redundantly prepare the data structures for the strong hardware right before the switch is needed. However, each web application has different state, and user interaction with the web also changes the web application state dynamically, making it impossible for the browser to predict exactly when the switch is going to happen. Therefore, we design Guadalupe to prepare the required data structures for the weak and strong hardware processing units simultaneously. Those redundantly prepared data structures may not be used by the strong hardware. But in case the switching is needed, the data structures needed by the strong hardware is guaranteed to be ready, leading to low switching overhead.

Redundant preparation ensures the transparent and smooth switching. But it also incurs several overheads. The browser needs more CPU power and memory to prepare and store the redundant data structures. For the resource loading case, the redundantly prepared data structures are the URLs, which are simple and small. For the rendering case, Guadalupe needs to prepare the layer bitmaps for the 3D accelerator. We evaluate redundant preparation in Section 6 and show that the switch is fast and the overhead is small.

5. IMPLEMENTATION

We next discuss a prototype implementation of Guadalupe design: Guadalupe browser. We use TI Blaze Tablet \[35\] with OMAP4470 \[36\] as the mobile device. OMAP4470 features two types of asymmetric processors: dual Cortex-A9 and dual Cortex-M3 processors. It also has a 3D accelerator based on PowerVR SGX544 core from Imagination Technologies and a 2D accelerator based on GC320 2D core from Vivante Corporation. One can use OpenGL API to use the 3D accelerator and use BLTsville API \[39\] to use the 2D accelerator.

The Guadalupe browser implementation is based on Chrome for Android beta \[10\], which runs in Android ICS on the Blaze tablet. Chrome for Android is not fully open sourced yet \[11\], especially the Java side code. We are able to pull a snapshot of the Chrome for Android beta source code \[7\]. Combined with some other Chromium source code, we manage to modify and compile its C++ side source code and produce the shared library libchromeview.so. Then we push the shared library into the tablet to turn Chrome for Android beta to Guadalupe browser.

We first give an overview of the system architecture of Guadalupe browser. Then we discuss the implementation details of Guadalupe browser for resource loading and rendering.

![Figure 8: Guadalupe system architecture. The hardware can be either CPU or I/O devices such as graphics accelerators. Correspondingly, the driver is OS service for the CPU or device driver for I/O devices.](image)

5.1 Overview of system architecture

Figure 8 illustrates the system architecture of the Guadalupe browser. By adding a Guadalupe layer between the mapping pod and the hardware interfaces, Guadalupe browser enables mapping pod X and Y to utilize different hardware processing units within their mapped hardware specialization. Guadalupe layer monitors the web application state, chooses the suitable hardware for the mapping pod and switches among the hardware candidates on demand. If multiple web applications are running on the browser, Guadalupe layer manages the hardware for them separately.

The hardware candidates can be CPU or specialized processing units like graphics accelerators, treated as I/O devices by the system. The hardware interface between the browser and CPU is the OS itself. The OS may also provide further abstraction to utilize heterogeneous multi-processors in the future, e.g., asymmetric processor detection and heterogeneous architecture aware system calls. The hardware interface between the browser and an I/O device is the device driver. Guadalupe browser dynamically loads the corresponding hardware library into the browser’s address space and uses it as the interface to talk to the device driver in the OS. If library loading is failed, Guadalupe browser will assume that the corresponding hardware is not available on the device.

5.2 Resource loading

Guadalupe browser exploits asymmetric processors for resource loading by loading the initial a few resources with the weak processor and later switch to the strong processor for subsequent resources.

In a legacy browser, resource loading invokes various network services, e.g., setting up TCP connections, transmitting and receiving packets, etc. After getting
the URLs of the resources, the browser sends all the resource requests to a HTTP library, which is implemented by Chrome for Android beta. The HTTP library keeps track of all the pending resource requests and in turn invokes the transport layer services provided by the OS through system calls.

In Guadalupe browser, the HTTP library is modified for our resource loading. When Guadalupe browser sends the URL request to the HTTP library, the resource information is embedded in the request to indicate which processor the request should be made with. In turn, our modified HTTP library creates and uses TCP connections on the weak or strong processor for loading the resource.

Guadalupe browser provides the policy to select processors for resource loading; it relies on a heterogeneity-aware OS to provide the mechanism that creates and maintains TCP connections on asymmetric processors. Such an OS, while missing as of now, is a key goal of our on-going efforts [22].

### 5.3 Rendering

Guadalupe browser for rendering exploits the 2D and 3D accelerators on the Blaze Tablet. We first give a brief background of rendering on Android system. Then we discuss the implementation details of Guadalupe browser for rendering.

On Android, apart from browser rendering for web pages, the browser also needs to render the application itself, i.e., the address bar, back and forward buttons, etc. And browser application rendering and web page rendering are separated. Figure 9 illustrates how Android rendering works with the browser. The center of the rendering system is SurfaceFlinger, which manages the buffers for the window system. The browser interacts with SurfaceFlinger through surface. First, the browser connects its surfaces to SurfaceFlinger. Then for each frame, the browser requests application buffers from SurfaceFlinger through the connected surfaces. After rendering the web page and the application, the browser posts the buffers to SurfaceFlinger. SurfaceFlinger takes the buffers from different applications, composite them into one frame buffer and posts it onto the screen.

When the browser is started, Guadalupe loads both BLTsville library [39] and OpenGL library [20] into its address space, and places separate switching hooks for the 2D and 3D accelerators. A switching hook is basically a callback, which is invoked for later potential switch on demand. When Guadalupe browser opens a web page, it allocates the web page’s surface to the 2D accelerator for rendering. During the page opening, Guadalupe layer prepares the layer bitmaps for both 2D and 3D accelerators. Guadalupe monitors the changes of the web page state. Once 3D rendering requirement is detected, Guadalupe browser switches to use the 3D accelerator by disconnecting the web page surface’s current connection to SurfaceFlinger, reallocating the surface to the 3D accelerator, and connecting the reallocated surface to SurfaceFlinger again. Note that Guadalupe manages the 2D and 3D accelerators for web page composition only, which is separated from browser application rendering.

### 6. EVALUATION

We evaluate the two key aspects of Guadalupe browser, rendering and resource loading. To evaluate rendering, we run Guadalupe browser on an OMAP4-based TI Blaze Tablet [35] with Android ICS. Our results show that compared to legacy browsers, Guadalupe browser provides comparable performance and better resource utilization, while incurring lower power consumption and little overhead. For evaluating resource loading, we employ a combination of estimation and micro-benchmarks on OMAP4 to show the significant benefits from Guadalupe, despite we do not yet have a complete resource loading implementation.

#### 6.1 Rendering

Guadalupe browser for rendering is evaluated in four aspects: performance, resource utilization, efficiency and overhead. To compare with Guadalupe browser, we use Chrome for Android beta [10] and we will use mobile Chrome to refer to it in the rest of the paper. We instrument the browsers to measure the page load time, the composition latency of the 2D accelerator and overhead. We use PVRTune [18] to monitor the 3D accelerator activities and OMAPCONF [37] for bandwidth consumption of the accelerators. During the experiments, the tablet is connected to the local Ethernet network though WiFi interface. We have set up a local web page replay server [12] to remove the network variations. We first record the Alexa top 500 web sites’ homepages [1] with the web page replay server. Then we configure the tablet to use the web page replay server.
as the proxy, which always serves the resource requests from the tablet with pre-recorded resource files. We have run though the Alexa top 500 web sites’ homepages for 5 rounds for the evaluations.

While providing the same performance as mobile Chrome, Guadalupe browser makes more hardware resources available to other applications, is more power efficient, and incurs little overhead.

6.1.1 Performance

Guadalupe browser performs as good as mobile Chrome in terms of web page load time, as shown in Figure 10. For 3D web pages, Guadalupe browser starts with the 2D accelerator and switches to use the 3D accelerator after detecting 3D rendering requirements from the web application state.

With 30 fps frame rate, Guadalupe browser also provides the same smooth browsing experience, because 2D web pages does not require a very high frame rate, as discussed in Section 3.2.

6.1.2 Resource utilization

Guadalupe browser makes more hardware resources available to other applications. Figure 11 shows an example of the 3D accelerator activities when Guadalupe browser and mobile Chrome are actively compositing the web page. By utilizing the 2D accelerator, Guadalupe browser reduces the usage of the 3D accelerator by 75% and frees it for potential 3D tasks from other applications. One reason is that Guadalupe browser involves only one 3D accelerator activity for each frame, i.e., drawing the browser application. The web page composition is done by the 2D accelerator. In contrast, mobile Chrome involves two 3D accelerator activities for both browser application drawing and web page composition. The other reason is that Guadalupe browser has smaller frame rate, as discussed in Section 3.2. But even if the two browsers has the same frame rate, Guadalupe browser still reduces the 3D accelerator usage by at least 50%.

Due to the limitations of current Android system, only the front application can be actively rendered. All background applications are paused and will not be rendered, making the 3D accelerator not fully utilized. However, as future mobile devices start to support split screen and external monitor for the second front application, the idle time of the 3D accelerator freed from Guadalupe browser can be better utilized. For example, both Samsung [33] and Microsoft [28] start to sell tablets with split screen capability. While browsing a web page by using the 2D accelerator on one side of the tablet, the user can play a video, a 3D game or any 3D application on the other side of the tablet simultaneously, without too much contention for the 3D accelerator.

We estimate what frame rate the other 3D application can achieve. We use a 3D cube rotation application as the benchmark, which achieves 60 fps on Blaze Tablet. For each frame, the 3D accelerator spends 10 ms to draw the application and 6.7 ms for SurfaceFlinger composition. We assume that the browser and the benchmark can run side by side on Android and the browser’s composition need is satisfied by the 3D accelerator first. With Guadalupe browser (30 fps) running on the other side, the frame rate of the benchmark is 52 fps, which is very close to its original frame rate. However, with mobile Chrome (60 fps), the frame rate of the benchmark drops to 6 fps. Even if we set mobile Chrome’s frame rate to 30 fps, the same as Guadalupe browser, the frame rate of the benchmark still drops to 44 fps. Therefor, Guadalupe browser increases the frame rate of the other 3D application by 18% to 767%.

6.1.3 Efficiency

Guadalupe browser is more power efficient than mobile Chrome. As mentioned in Section 6.1.2, Guadalupe browser still needs to use the 3D accelerator to draw the application. However, it can utilize the more power efficient 2D accelerator to composite web pages.

The 2D accelerator only consumes tens of mW while...
Figure 12: The clock rate of the 3D accelerator when using (a) Guadalupe browser and (b) mobile Chrome. The average clock rate is labeled in the figure.

Figure 13: The bandwidth consumption of (a) the 3D accelerator and (b) the 2D accelerator when using Guadalupe browser and mobile Chrome. Mobile Chrome does not use the 2D accelerator.

the 3D accelerator typically consumes several hundred mW. On OMAP4470 [36], the 3D accelerator consumes over 12 times more active power than the 2D accelerator. Due to the confidential nature of power consumption numbers of TI chip-sets involved in this study, we could not publish exact power numbers of the accelerators. However, we can compare the browsers’ efficiency by showing the accelerators’ clock rate, bandwidth consumption and estimated relative power consumption for composition. We also estimate how much energy Guadalupe browser can save for the entire system.

We use scrolling as the benchmark to ask the accelerators to continuously composite a 2D web page. Before each experiment, we scroll through the web page, so that all the data structures needed by the accelerators are already prepared and any further scrolling will not generate new content. Then we continuously scroll the web page for over five seconds for measurements.

The 3D accelerator in Guadalupe browser runs in a much lower average clock rate and consumes much less bandwidth, as shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13(a). Besides, the 2D accelerator in Guadalupe browser moves the web page content twice faster than the 3D accelerator in mobile Chrome, as shown in Figure 13. Furthermore, we estimate that the 2D accelerator is 6 times more power efficient than the 3D accelerator for single frame web page composition.

We also estimate how much energy Guadalupe browser can save for the entire system. Since TI Blaze Tablet [35] is an industry prototype, its power consumption is not representative and not optimized. Instead, we measure the power consumption of Samsung Galaxy Nexus, whose SoC belongs to the same OMAP4 [38] family. Its total system power consumption is 1700 mW while browsing the web over WiFi network with full brightness of the screen. For one second of active composition, e.g., due to scrolling or 2D animation, Guadalupe browser saves 80 mJ. Therefore, Guadalupe browser saves 4.7% energy consumption of the entire mobile system. Guadalupe browser for rendering does not save much energy for the entire mobile device because other hardware components, e.g., the display, consume most of the energy. But more importantly, Guadalupe design creates the great opportunity for many other mapping pods to improve their energy proportionality.

6.1.4 Overhead

Guadalupe browser ensures efficient switch with little overhead. The switch overhead is the time between when the switch need is detected and the time when the switch is finished, which is shown in Figure 14. The
switch of Guadalupe browser is very fast and only takes 4.5 ms in median. This is negligible comparing to the web page load time.

The overhead of redundant preparation are mainly extra memory allocation due to the data structures prepared for the hardware candidates, which is also shown in Figure 14. In median, Guadalupe browser consumes 4.5 MB for each web page, which is negligible comparing to current mobile devices’ memory size. The minimum memory overhead is also 4.5 MB because a web page needs at least one graphics layer, which consumes 4.5 MB memory. Even if the memory overhead becomes huge due to the large number of graphics layers for the web page, Guadalupe browser can always set a memory limit and stop redundant preparation to avoid excessive memory allocation.

The CPU power consumption overhead from redundant preparation is also negligible. The data structure preparation for the 2D accelerator and other browser services like parsing and layout consume over 50% CPU utilization and they have already pushes the CPU to its peak clock rate. Therefore, redundantly preparing data structures for the 3D accelerator simultaneously incurs little CPU power consumption overhead.

6.2 Resource loading

We evaluate resource loading through a combination of estimation and micro-benchmarks on TI OMAP4. We do not consider the goal of making more hardware resource available, as we expect Cortex-A9’s resource is offline to save power when Cortex-M3 performs loading.

6.2.1 Energy efficiency

As implied in Section 3, Guadalupe is able to greatly improve energy proportionality by mapping resource loading to weak processors; we next estimate the energy reduction of this design, as compared to pinning resource loading on A9, i.e., the legacy case. We make two assumptions: 1) the same implementation of resource loading is mapped to either A9 or M3, and 2) in considering the effect of DVFS, we use the corresponding clock rate and power scaling factors published by TI for the last generation OMAP SoC.

Our estimation results are shown in Table 2. In deriving the results, we first estimate the power of resource loading on A9. As resource loading is a light workload, we assume that A9 can perform it with the lowest clock rate at 200 MHz, i.e., its most energy efficient state. Given that A9 running at 1 GHz typically consumes 250 mW, by applying 5.8X clock scaling and 11X power scaling, we estimate that A9 running at 200 MHz consumes 22.5 mW.

We next estimate the power of resource loading on M3. Running at 200 MHz, M3 typically consumes 19 mW. Applying scaling factors from TI, we estimate that M3 consumes 7.2 mW at 100 MHz and 1.7 mW at 34.7 MHz. Comparing the power consumption of two cases and taking account into the clock differences, we conclude that mapping resource loading to M3 can achieve as high as 56.2% energy reduction as compared to pinning it on A9.

In practice, such an energy reduction will be even higher, due to processor idle periods that frequently occur in resource loading. In such short idle periods, A9 either spends high idle power (∼11 mW) or frequently enters and exits deep-sleep power state, both of which are energy hungry. In comparison, M3 has 10X less idle power (<1 mW) while being able to perform much more efficient power state transitions, thanks to its lightweight architecture.

We stress that the above estimation must be based on mapping resource loading to both processors; it is wrong to evaluate energy efficiency of Guadalupe design by comparing the lwip performance on M3, as reported in Section 3, with the current Linux TCP/IP performance on A9. Unlike the heavily optimized Linux network stack, our lwip port is not only untuned but also has various implementation-specific limitations, e.g., maximum 64 KB TCP send buffer. Our reported lwip performance should only be read as an evidence showing that resource loading can be executed well on weak processors, even with such a preliminary implementation.

6.2.2 Switch Overhead

During page opening, as system resource demand ramps up, resource loading will be switched from M3 to A9;
the latter processor is expected to be in low-power state before the switch happens. The switch consists of two main steps, inter-processor interrupt and power state transition, which take 20-30 $\mu$s and up to 2 ms, respectively. As the switch happens only once in opening each web page, which typically takes $\sim$2 secs in total, we believe the overhead is acceptable.

6.2.3 Data Sharing Overhead

Due to OMAP4’s extreme heterogeneity for energy efficiency, no hardware cache-coherence exists between A9 and M3. Thus, in order to make sure that A9 has a consistent view of loaded resources, M3 must flush its cache before A9 can start to parse any loaded resources, an overhead that is absent in pinning resource loading on A9.

In order to estimate an upper bound of the overhead, we run a micro benchmark on M3 to periodically flush its entire 32 KB cache. Our measurement shows that the flush operation takes M3 $\sim$3000 cycles, or 15 $\mu$s, to complete. Again, as flushing happens only once in opening each web page, we think the overhead is acceptable.

7. RELATED WORK

With the advent of heterogeneous hardware architecture, OS support for heterogeneous hardware management emerges. The Linux community is working toward supporting the heterogeneous multi-processor aware scheduler [24] for ARM big.LITTLE [14] architecture. The authors of PTask [31] propose new OS abstractions to manage GPUs as shared compute resources instead of I/O devices. Renderscript [13] enables native Android applications to run general computation operations with automatic parallelization across all available processor cores, including GPU and DSP.

However, even with OS support, exploiting hardware heterogeneity still requires the knowledge of web application, thus can hardly be done by OS. Therefore, we propose that browser should manage the heterogeneous hardware directly, which is essentially an application of two generic principles: 1) the end-to-end argument [32] and 2) that the browser can be treated as the library OS [9] for web applications.

Guadalupe is the first to exploit hardware heterogeneity for web applications. It is designed to run on commodity OS, e.g., Android, on which native applications and web applications coexist. A browser OS can potentially manage hardware processing units for web applications. For example, ServiceOS [29] brings OS functions into the browser and provides secure access control and fair resource sharing mechanisms for using system resources. But it has more freedom to modify both the browser and the kernel, since web applications are the only applications in the system. Moreover, previous browser OSes, e.g., Chromium OS [40], IBOS [34] and ServiceOS [29], were not designed to utilize multiple hardware processing units because the heterogeneous architecture just starts to become pervasive on mobile SoCs in recent days.

Gibraltar [23] abstracts the interaction between web pages and hardware components with a client-server model. It uses AJAX as the hardware access protocol and its main focus is on I/O devices such as sensors. Guadalupe utilizes the existing hardware abstraction to access hardware functionality, but it is able to select the most suitable hardware candidate based on the run-time web application state.

The W3C’s Device APIs Working Group [43] produces standardized APIs for web applications to access device hardware, in order to hide platform-specific hardware from web applications. Sharing a similar goal, Guadalupe provides the policy and mechanism to select the most suitable heterogeneous hardware processing unit, and thus hiding them from applications.

Application hints and profiling have been widely explored, e.g., for file buffer cache management [30] and power management [2, 10, 19, 25]. Based on hints or profiling results, the system can predict application behaviors and thus optimize for them. Generally, producing application hints requires extra development efforts and profiling requires training period before making good prediction. Fortunately, neither of them are necessary to Guadalupe, as Guadalupe is able to gain sufficient knowledge of applications by making sense of their current state.

Some researchers [5, 26, 27] have sought to parallelize the browser. They extract parallel tasks from the browser and execute them on homogeneous multi-core system. Guadalupe is orthogonal to their work and can take their parallel tasks as new mapping pods for heterogeneous resources.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Guadalupe is the first endeavor to exploit the emerging hardware heterogeneity for web applications. The design utilizes the heterogeneous processing units transparently. It provides static mapping between the mapping pod and hardware specialization, and enables the browser to choose and switch among hardware processing units at run time based on web application state. We demonstrate the benefit of Guadalupe design through the prototype browser implementation for resource loading and rendering. The design not only makes more hardware resources available, but also improves energy proportionality. More importantly, Guadalupe design opens the door to all kinds of browser services, that can potentially take advantage of the heterogeneous architecture for better performance and efficiency.
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